Surface events in polymorphonuclear leucocyte activation: insights from a hydrophobic membrane antigen that triggers the respiratory burst.
The rat monoclonal antibodies (Mab) 1A10.4 and IG4 were raised to a solubilized NADPH-oxidase preparation from guinea-pig polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMN). They bind to a surface antigen restricted to guinea-pig myelomonocytic cells and on binding to the PMN surface can stimulate the respiratory burst (RB) and degranulation. This response was specific to these Mab and was not found with several other Mab restricted to myelomonocytic cells but with other antigenic epitopes. In order to understand the role of this molecule in stimulating the RB, we have characterized the antigen (Ag) by a variety of techniques. It is a hydrophobic membrane molecule with an apparent molecular weight of 8-10(x10(3] and a pI of 6.2. The Ag has been partially purified by extraction in organic solvents and high-pressure liquid chromatography on silica and is probably a proteolipid. Studies on Mab-dependent triggering of PMN secretion indicated that cross-linking of the cell surface was critical. We therefore used direct immunofluorescence under triggering and non-triggering conditions to show that stimulation of the RB by Mab correlated with redistribution of the surface Ag into patches. This patching was associated with aggregation of surface Ag and transfer of Ag from a Triton X-100-extractable to a Triton X-100-inextractable membrane domain. These movements of surface Ag, which included both patching and capping resulting from aggregation of a hydrophobic membrane component, occurred at 4 degrees C and were insensitive to inhibition by cytoskeletal inhibitors. These specific probes that control triggering of the RB have permitted the dissection of PMN stimulation into discrete membrane events by correlating the biochemical and morphological characteristics of a new PMN surface Ag as it stimulates exocytosis.